
TexShare is a program of 
the Texas State Library and 

Archives Commission, made 
possible in part by a grant from 

the Institute of Museum and 
Library Services.ACCESS TODAY | TexShare.net

Authoritative vehicle maintenance 
and repair guidance.

Fun, adventurous books, 
magazines, and videos for 
kids 6–14.

Collection covering the starting 
and operating of a business. 

Content and tools to interpret 
the global business landscape.

State-specific legal documents 
on many topics.

The largest curated online 
collection of literary criticism.. 

A wealth of literary works and 
authors throughout history.

Subject-specific eBooks on a 
search-optimized platform.

Popular, full-text general 
periodicals and magazines.

Health-focused magazines, 
reference content, video,  
and more.

Health-focused magazines, 
reference content, video,  
and more.

Authoritative content to support 
research in health studies.

Multisource content on key 
figures from history to  
present day.

Cross-curricular content to 
support critical-thinking skills.

Academic journals and magazines 
covering the field of physical 
therapy and sports medicine.

Self-paced, on-demand 
video courses for the most 
in-demand skills.

Authoritative periodical content 
supporting research in all fields 
of psychology.

Education-related journals, 
reports, and reference content.

Cross-curricular research and 
homework help for K–5 students.

Global view on the environment,  
energy, and natural resources.

Insight and opinions on today’s 
top social issues.

Scholarly periodicals in  
Spanish and Portuguese.

Global newspapers, images, 
broadcasts, and transcripts.

Research topics and content 
aligned to middle school 
curriculum.

See website for a complete list of resources.

TexShare provides reputable, reliable content through a partnership with Gale. Together, we can make an 
impact on education and by delivering essential content and user-friendly technology that empowers curious 
minds, turns research into results, and fosters lifelong learning.

ONLINE  
RESOURCES  

FOR
TEXAS PUBLIC 

LIBRARIES

http://support.gale.com/texshare


DISCOVER MORE | support.gale.com/texshare 
gale.customersuccess@cengage.com
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*This feature is available in select products.

Product screen captures as of August 2022. Actual interface may vary. 

Explore Support for Your Gale Resources
Access tools to manage, use, and share the value of your Gale resources. 

• Webinars, training videos, resource guides, tip sheets, and more 

• Marketing materials like customizable bookmarks, social media posts, 
email templates, and flyers

• MARC records, direct URLs, usage reporting and visualization, and 
technical documents 

Plus, your Gale customer success manager is available to help you  
make an impact with your Gale resources.

SHARE LINK
Copy persistent URLs 
at the article level 
to embed in course 
syllabi, e-newsletters, 
LibGuides, etc.

EXPLORE PANEL
Highlights “More Like This” 
recommendations and supporting 
information of value without 
detraction from core content.

CONTEXTUAL TOOLBAR
Scrolls with users as they read and 
maintains easy access to valuable 
research aids.

TOPIC FINDER
Encourages further 
exploration through 
visualizations that 
group commonly 
occurring themes to 
reveal connections.*

INTEGRATED COLLABORATION TOOLS
Easily access, share, and save content with  
learning management systems like Canvas or Schoology, 
Google Workspace for Education, and Microsoft 365.

CITATION TOOLS
Automatically generate 
APA, MLA, Harvard, 
and Chicago citations 
and export to EasyBib, 
NoodleTools, ProCite, 
and more.

HIGHLIGHTS & NOTES
Select and highlight text, 
add notes, and export so 
users can keep just the 
content they need.

LANGUAGE TRANSLATION
Translate Gale content into 
40+ languages on demand; 
some include audio as well.

LISTEN
Make content more 
accessible with audio 
versions of any article, 
and download for 
anytime listening.

CUSTOMIZABLE 
DISPLAY OPTIONS
Allows users to increase 
readability by selecting 
different text size, color, 
or font, including the 
OpenDyslexic font.

LMS INTEGRATION
Expand access and increase discovery at  
schools and academic institutions by allowing 
educators to access and embed Gale content 
within their learning management system (LMS). 

SMARTER SEARCH RESULTS
Provides important evaluative information 
to support successful user outcomes and 
help users discover relevant content.

ESSENTIAL USER TOOLS

http://support.gale.com/texshare
http://gale.customersuccess@cengage.com

